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HK: To beat an increasingly unpopular Abbott, Beto would have to
demonstrate discipline he has previously eschewed

Beto’s vulnerabilities have perhaps begun to pale as general election voters confront
Abbott and Texas’ new abortion ban, permitless carry of handguns, and covid policy

OK, let’s be blunt. Young Democrats suffer the vapors over the prospect of a Beto gubernatorial run.
Republicans understand that his first two forays into the big show revealed a flawed, hubris-driven
candidate who arrived ill-prepared and squandered every advantage he should have enjoyed.

The cult of Beto got so out of control that he block-walked for a Democrat (anyone remember her
name?) in a special election against Rep. Gary Gates in a Texas House race and is ironically credited
with helping to drive up GOP turnout and widen Gates’ predictable margin of victory. It was a
heavily Republican district to begin with in Fort Bend.

As soon as the former congressman tried to help the Democrat in that race, he became the story rather
than the candidate.

But the substantive failure during O’Rourke’s own campaigns was that it drowned out legitimately
good advice from people who had won victories for Democrats decades ago in this state. Some have
argued he engineered his own defeat at the hands of Ted Cruz – some would say single-handedly –
which is why Gov. Abbott’s consultant Dave Carney relishes the prospect of this contest.

Lest we forget, Cruz is and was remarkably disliked by allies and adversaries. His vehement
opposition to Obamacare seemed mostly performative as he routinely voted against it without ever
having anything even resembling a legitimate alternative to offer.

Obamacare is complex and convoluted with many flaws but what rendered Republicans slack-jawed
was that in 2018, opposition to Obamacare was successfully framed by Democrats as opposition to
health care for anyone with pre-existing conditions. In other words, the election became a referendum
on protections for those with pre-existing conditions. That would be the majority of Americans.

Even though Beto had foresworn using his mountain of campaign cash to go negative, he would not
have needed to do so to tap into the political moment. O’Rourke did not have to directly attack Cruz
with a statewide saturation bombing TV blitz saying, “I am running against this guy who is second
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permanent?”

To this observer, that’s really all it would have taken to secure the final handful of votes necessary to
win.

Beto compounded his felony by walking into a televised debate with one of the best litigators in the
state with only a few hours of debate prep. He apparently believed his own myth. Like Mick Jagger,
he did his best work gyrating on table tops in cafes.

And don’t even get me started about taking away guns or depriving anti-gay marriage churches of
tax-exempt status – both of which helped to derail Beto’s presidential campaign in a matter of weeks.

What is there for Carney not to like?

Many of our readers are perhaps too young to remember that in 2002, Democrat Tony Sanchez spent
over $50 million of his own money to try to overwhelm Rick Perry’s $17 million in the incumbent’s
first post-Bush gubernatorial campaign.

What happened?

When the dust settled, Perry's consultant - who was also Carney - had successfully morphed Sanchez
into a drug money launderer who was complicit in the cartel-engineered torture and murder of DEA
agent Kiki Camarena.

And don’t forget that Perry was polling under 50% for most of his career. Senator Kay Bailey
Hutchison routinely polled at 60+%, yet by the end of their gubernatorial primary battle in 2010, the
senior senator was known as "Kay Bailout Hutchison” because of her vote to save the US economy
after the 2008 financial crisis. Forget the facts. The emerging Tea Party vote in the Republican
primary wanted no part of the admittedly flawed $700 billion bailout that saved the banks and was the
first step to economic recovery.

So, we ask again: Why should Greg Abbott’s campaign generally and Dave Carney specifically worry
about an energetic, charismatic, but self-absorbed opponent who tends to unilaterally surrender but
gets to brag about taking the high road?

He has historically been underprepared, not very knowledgeable about policy, and somehow believes
that his persona alone is enough to overcome his disdain of the gritty, mean side of politics.

While everything we know about the game suggests Beto will end up as road base for Carney, he
does bring some raw strengths.

only to Donald Trump for ‘Pants on Fire’ awards from Politifact.”

Beto could have instead said, “this unnamed guy has taken every opportunity to vote against
Obamacare which would effectively end your coverage for pre-existing conditions. You have a
choice. Which candidate do you think authentically cares about make pre-existing condition coverage
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First, what his charisma does deliver is an apparently inexhaustible fund-raising machine. In one
calendar quarter alone, he raised nearly $40 million, mostly from people giving less than $200.

There is only one Texas Democrat that can go mano a mano with Greg Abbott’s $50 million in the
bank.

There is only one Texas Democrat who has nearly universal name recognition simply by his
nickname.

There is only one Texas Democrat that is cross-cultural. That is to say, he is Anglo but is acceptable
as one of their own by many Tejanos.

Current Democratic leadership thinking believes the nomination belongs to Hispanics (their own
form of entitlement) so a hapless Lupe Valdez somehow had the upper hand over a reasonably
qualified Andrew White in 2018.

Racial identity politics may prevail in Texas by the end of the decade. But for the moment, most
voters are white and by most analyses, many Hispanic voters resent being pigeonholed into racial or
ethnic identity.

Whether he realizes it or not, Beto O’Rourke is the only modern Democrat who successfully bridges
that divide. Having said that, he is faulted like most Democrats for taking South Texas for granted in
2018 and never personally reaching out to county judges, sheriffs, senators, and other power brokers.

His under-reported voter registration efforts represent the only thing resembling a statewide political
organization for the Democrats. The Democratic quorum break this summer unfairly catapulted him
back onto the national stage rather than the actual warriors like Chris Turner and Rafael Anchia.

But most importantly, he would face an opponent who has become a toady to the worst elements of
his party, parroting and enhancing his apparent mentor Donald Trump’s contempt for the process.
Even the Republican lobby is baffled at what appear to be Abbott’s extraordinary power grabs and
constitutional abuse such as openly extorting a supportive Republican legislature by vetoing its
budget.

What was that about?

It’s almost laughable that Abbott vetoed the nearly universally supported anti-dog cruelty bill. His
polling must have shown a serious vulnerability on that because he reversed himself by putting it on
the call, giving the Legislature an opportunity to pass it again so he can sign it this time. It’s kind of
an ass-backward veto override.

He is on television defending a new law that gives bounty hunters more rights regarding women’s
health than the women themselves. Under Abbott’s leadership, intimidating partisan poll watchers
now have more power than voters, especially older voters of color who grew up under Jim Crow.
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The grid, the pandemic….the list goes on. All televised in living color.

We know what the Abbott campaign is going to say about Beto.

But this Governor has provided plenty of hard right material which worked in bolstering his primary
numbers but undermined his general election polling. His saving grace may be to focus the campaign
on the inept handling of the border by President Biden.

It is a target rich environment for a well-known opponent with the funds to do combat. However, to
date, the great Democratic hope, Beto O’Rourke has proven in campaigns to be combat averse.

Nevertheless, Greg Abbott was not loathed by so many even two years ago.

In his overreach to stifle Don Huffines, Allen West, and any other opponent, his negatives have
skyrocketed and multiple polls demonstrate most Texans now think the state is heading in the wrong
direction. And there is no help for him from the Legislature which has its lowest approval rating in
three decades. Even the silly bathroom bill in 2017 did not inflict as much political damage as did this
last session of the Legislature.

We used to think of self-identified independents as those who leaned Republican and did not want to
be lumped into the same group as inflamed loyalists. Anecdotally, it now appears that independents
are increasingly former Republicans looking for a safe place to land.

Still, with all his political assets and Abbott’s newly-generated vulnerabilities, there is little reason to
believe Beto is up to the job. Some who have been on his team even use the word “narcissist” (ironic,
eh?) to describe him.

But he is the only one on the field and losing two races in four years is…instructive. He must be
perceptive enough to have learned at least something from previous failures.

O’Rourke has no Carney attack dog, but he owns the biggest microphone in the Democratic field. He
is bright enough to go to school and hold his own if not outshine Greg Abbott in a debate (if only he
prepares this time and Abbott actually agrees to it). He is the only Democrat with anything
resembling a statewide organization on the ground.

Realistically, one must handicap for an Abbott/Carney victory.

Nevertheless, other Democratic campaigns around the country are not only running against Donald
Trump but also pointing to Greg Abbott as a tragic example of what GOP governance looks like.

What we may now see is as battle-tested Beto facing a suddenly unpopular and controversial
incumbent.

By Harvey Kronberg
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